
Olde World Style Modern and Ancient Maps:  
World Maps           
Scope and Sequence 
 
        The World Maps collection is a supplemental product meant to go along with any part of a 

student’s schooling. There are both physical and political maps from all over the world. Some 
of those included are Ancient Egypt, Greece, Rome, Africa, Israel, Mesopotamia and China as 
well as dozens of modern maps of Europe, Asia, Africa, the Americas, and the rest of the world. 
In addition a wide variety of note booking pages are included. 

 
Key: 
- Asterisk indicates that both a labeled and unlabeled version of the map are included 

 
 

I. Geography 
 
a. Ancient maps 

i. Ancient Africa  
ii. Ancient China 

1. Shang and Zhou dynasties 
2. Qin and Han dynasties 
3. Sui and Tang dynasties 
4. Song and Yuan dynasties 
5. Ming and Qing dynasties 

iii. Ancient Egypt* 
iv. Ancient Greece* 
v. Ancient Israel* 

vi. Twelve Tribes of Israel* 
vii. Palestine at the Time of Jesus Christ* 

viii. Paul’s Missionary Journeys 
1. First Journey (student version and teacher key) 
2. Second Journey (student version and teacher key) 
3. Third Journey (student version and teacher key) 
4. Fourth Journey (student version and teacher key) 

ix. Ancient Mesopotamia* 
x. Ancient Rome* 

xi. Ptolemaic map 
xii. Ancient Viking world* 

xiii. Early Europe 
xiv. Early Europe and Near East 

 
b. Modern maps 

i. Africa* 
ii. Antarctica* 

iii. Arctic Region* 
iv. Asia* 



v. Atlantic Ocean* 
vi. Australia and New Zealand* 

vii. British Isles* 
viii. Canada* 

ix. Central America and The Caribbean* 
x. Commonwealth of Independent States* 

xi. Europe* 
xii. France* 

xiii. Germany* 
xiv. India* 
xv. Indonesia* 

xvi. Israel* 
xvii. Italy* 

xviii. Japan and Korea* 
xix. Middle East* 
xx. North America* 

xxi. Pacific Ocean* 
xxii. Russia* 

xxiii. Scandinavia* 
xxiv. South America* 
xxv. Spain and Portugal* 

xxvi. United States* 
xxvii. World* 

1. Letter size* 
2. Legal size* 

c. Geography note booking page (student copy and teacher key) 
 
 

 
 

II. Language 
 
a. Creative Writing 

i. Travel Brochure 
ii. Newspaper “The Daily Gazette” 

iii. Postcard from… 
 

b. Language and Terminology 
i. Geography Vocabulary (student copy and teacher key) 

 
III. History / Social Studies (Cultural Studies) 

 
a. Note booking Pages 

i. Label the Continents (student copy and teacher key) 
ii. “Celebrate Christmas in…” 



iii. “Daily Life in the Country of…” 
iv. “Explorers of the World…” 
v. “Fact Sheet for the Country of…” (student copy) 

vi. “Flora and Fauna of the Country of…” (student copy) 
vii. Flags of the countries of the world 

viii. Map graphics of the relative location of the countries of the world 
ix. Timeline and “History of…” (student copy) 
x. “Holidays Celebrated in…” (student copy) 

xi. “Itinerary for my Trip to… (student copy) 
xii. Languages spoken in… (student copy) 

xiii. Make your own map key 
xiv. “Missionaries to the World…” (student copy) 
xv. “People of the Past…” (student copy) 

xvi. Recipes from… (student copy) 
xvii. “The religious history of…” (student copy) 

xviii. “Country Report” outline 
xix. Seven Wonders of the Ancient World 


